FORD RANGER
ACCESSORIES
EVOe
EVOm
BED DIVIDER
CARGO SLIDE
CARGO CARRIER

A PERFECT MATCH
Mountain Top has designed and manufactured high-end
bed accessories for OE and aftermarket customers around
the world since the launch of the outgoing Ford Ranger.
For the new generation Ranger, Mountain Top has
developed a product range that builds on this heritage
and experience. Creating a new standard for stylish
and functional bed accessories that elegantly
integrates with and complements the modern
lines of the new Ranger.

YOUR TRUCK, YOUR WAY
The Ford Ranger can be transformed into an
expression of your identity through the use of
quality accessories from Mountain Top.
For the new Ranger, we offer a range of
accessories that enhance the functionality,
of the truck and your ability to personalize
it. These products include our stylish
electric roll cover, the EVOe and its
manual counterpart, the EVOm. Also
within the range are the latest
Mountain Top Cargo Carriers, Bed
Divider and Bed Slide.
Each Mountain Top product is
designed to meet the demands of
any adventure. Whether you’re
hitting the road or protecting
your gear at home. Mountain
Top has you covered.

LET’S GO

EVOe
EVOe is smarter, lighter and safer than
any other roll cover on the market.
Built from top-grade, powdercoated aluminium the EVOe offers
maximized longevity and without
sacrificing storage space thanks
to its compact cannister.
The EVOe makes accessorization easy with built-in fitting channels and a unique
ClickTech system.

133,053

EMERGENCY EXIT

EASY-TO-USE REMOTE

EVOe comes with an easy-to-access
exit handle, allowing for a quick
release in case of power failure or an
emergency situation.

The EVOe remote allows you to open
and close the roll cover with the touch
of a button.

MADE TO BE ACCESSORISED

BUILT TO LAST

ELECTRIC BELTDRIVE

From Sports Bars and Adventure Racks
to Cargo Carriers and Bike Racks,
whatever the adventure calls for the
EVOe can accomodate. Best of all, no
drilling required.

Thoroughly tested in real-life
conditions, the EVOe can withstand
the trials of daily use for years to
come.

Designed with a patented electric
belt drive and a dedicated soft-close
mechanism the EVOe eliminates hard
stops.

EVOm
EVOm was engineered in Denmark and
field-tested in Australia to withstand
the toughest, roughest, wettest
conditions.
Whether trucking through snow,
ice, wind, rain, sun or sand,
EVOm will keep your tools and
toys safe.

FORM MEETS FUNCTION

INTERLOCKING ALUMINIUM SLATS

EVOm offers design, functionality and
quality in one single product.

The EVOm’s unique hinge design and
powder coated aluminium slats are
100% knife proof, keeping your gear
safe and secure.

MORE CARGO SPACE

CLEVER WATER MANAGEMENT

NO EXTERNAL HANDLE

A minimized canister design allows
for maximum storage space and
helps reduce the overall footprint of
EVOm.

The 6-point water management
system defends against the elements,
with the ability to drain up to 40 liters
of water per minute.

With no external handle or keylock,
the EVOm protects the truck bed from
any unauthorized access.

CARGO CARRIER

FOR ROLL COVER AND BED MOUNT

Mountain Top offers two versions of our
ever popular Cargo Carriers;
Cargo Carriers for Roll Cover mount
are easy to install using the fitting
channels in the side tracks of your
Mountain Top Roll Cover.

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN

INNOVATIVE DESIGN

Bed Mounted Cargo Carriers
utilize existing OE stake
pockets in the tub for easy
and secure installation.

Functionally designed adding an
additional layer of practicality.
Making it easy to load cargo safely
and securely on top of the truck.

The Cargo Carriers innovative design
allows for roll covers to remain
accessible and are compatible with
most bike and roof racks.

TESTED TO LAST

HOLDS CARGO IN PLACE

ROBUST & DURABLE

Tested under various conditions to
match the rigorous OEM standards
(crash test, anti-corrosion, durability,
static and wind tests)

The bars of the Cargo Carriers are
lockable and fitted with rubber strips to
keep cargo in place and eliminate wind
noise.

The Cargo Carriers are constructed
from strong, lightweight aluminium,
built to withstand the elements.

BED DIVIDER
Organizing your cargo has never been
more convenient. Mountain Top’s Bed
Divider allows you to modularize the
tub space with a flexible dividing
panel.
Separating your cargo allows
for greater organization and
protection, keeping both your
tools and toys in place.

MAXIMIZE FUNCTIONALITY

MULTIPLE POSITIONS

By dividing your cargo area into two
compartments you can prevent your
groceries, tools, luggage and other
items from moving around.

The Bed Divider allows for a flexible
customization, with multiple lockin positions controlled by easy to
access hand-wheels.

TESTED FOR DURABILITY

EASY TO INSTALL AND REMOVE

The Bed Divider has been tested
for durability to meet the strict OE
standards.

Mountain Top’s Bed Divider is easy to
install and remove from the truck’s
integrated C-channel.

CARGO SLIDE
The Mountain Top Cargo Slide allows
for easy access to the entire truck
bed and extends the practicality of
your pickup truck as a whole.
The Cargo Slide fits smoothly
under the Mountain Top Roll
Cover allowing for quick access
to all your cargo.

INTEGRATED TIE-DOWN

MANUFACTURED TO BE USED

The Cargo Slide can be further
enhanced by adding the optional
sidewalls, to keep parts in place or eye
bolts to secure your load with straps.

The Cargo Slide is constructed from
strong, yet lightweight aluminium
profiles designed for many years of
hard work.

300 KG OF LOAD CAPACITY

CARGO SAFETY

EASY HANDLING

The strong aluminium design of the
Cargo Slide gives it a load capacity of
up to 300 kg.

For safety and convenience, the cargo
slide has multiple locking positions.

With a simple push and pull on the
ergonomic handle, the slide lets you
reach your cargo while staying in an
upright and comfortable position.

For further enquiries or information
about our Mountain Top accessories
for the Ford Ranger, please visit one of
our regional websites:

www.mountaintop.dk
www.mountaintop.com.au
www.mountaintop.co.th

